POSSIBLE STUDENT QUESTIONS

Directions: These previously asked questions are to assist the teacher in preparing to answer current student questions.

Fifth and Sixth Grade Boys
1. What will happen to a boy in the 6th grade? Can he make a woman pregnant?
2. If a man was raped, or a woman forced a little boy to have sex with her, could she have a baby?
3. Can a man make sperm on a woman’s pussy?
4. If a mother had twins in the tubes, would the mother or baby die?
5. When an 11 year old guy has sex with a 15 year old girl, can she have a baby?
6. When do we get our sperm?
7. How do we get our sperm?
8. What is a sperm?
9. If she has twins, is there pain on delivery?
10. What if she doesn’t want the baby and wants an abortion?
11. Can you do it without going inside a girl?
12. If a man raped a 6-year-old girl, can she get pregnant?
13. If a guy has STI on his penis, and a girl sucks it, will she get the STI in her mouth?
14. Will an STI go away by itself?
15. Can you have sex if you can’t have babies?
16. Why does the mother have to breastfeed the baby?
17. When you have sex with a woman, does sperm always come out?
18. What is an abortion?
19. How do they make babies for people who have trouble getting pregnant?
20. If a woman is pregnant and drinking or on heroin, or smoking will anything happen to the baby?

21. What is Viagra?

22. Is smoking bad for babies?

23. When a man has a sex operation to change into a girl, how do they change the penis into a vagina? Can they have babies?

24. Can a man have a baby?

25. When a woman and a man have sex, does it hurt?

26. Can a girl rape a boy?

27. How can a girl have sex with a girl?

**Fifth and Sixth Grade Girls**

1. How does the mother know when the baby will come out?

2. If the egg and sperm unite, do you always have a baby?

3. Can you have a baby when you’re 13?

4. How do you treat an STIs?

5. What is fondling?

6. Why don’t boys have babies instead of girls.

7. What is a sperm?

8. What is abortion?

9. What if the baby’s born dead?

10. Do other people know when you have a period?

11. Abortion and adoption, what is the difference?

12. What if you have one period, then no more?

13. What are the signs of a period starting?

14. Why do most women shave?
15. What happens to a man or woman in a sex change?

16. Can two women have a baby?

17. After a sex change, can a man still make a lady pregnant?

18. Can a 10 year old girl have a baby?

19. If you don’t eat will the baby die?

20. Can a sonogram tell if it’s a boy or girl?

21. If the male is stoned, will it be passed on to the baby?

22. How come the man can’t have the baby?

23. When they do a cesarean section, do they cut the vagina?

24. Can you get an STI from a doorknob?

25. How do they make babies outside the body?

26. How do they get the sperm from the men?

28. Is it true if you kiss for a long time you get pregnant easily?

Middle School Boys

1. Why do you sometimes get stiff when you’re not thinking about sex?

2. Why do you have to wear a jockstrap?

3. Is something wrong if you have one testicle lower than the other?

4. How tough is that hymen thing?

5. How soon does milk get into a girl’s breasts?

6. What are falsies, and why do some girls have to wear them?

7. How much blood do girls lose during their period?

8. Do girls want you not to know when their period is? Why should they hide it?

9. Can a girl still have periods when she’s pregnant?
10. Why do girls have to be so careful when they are menstruating?
11. How often should I have wet dreams?
12. Can you have wet dreams in the daytime?
13. Do girls have wet dreams?
14. Should you let your parents know when you start having them?
15. Do you automatically know how to have intercourse when you marry?
16. What exactly do you do when you screw?
17. How often do adults have intercourse?
18. Does everybody in high school screw?
19. What’s the soonest a boy should screw a girl?
20. What’s RH? Is that slang?
21. How do you know you won’t give your kid too many chromosomes?
22. How does Viagra work?

**Middle School Girls**

1. Can a boy get an erection from a girl sitting on his lap?
2. Why do some boys have skin over the end of their penis?
3. How big does the penis get when it gets big?
4. Does a boy have to shoot off his sperm before he can get his penis small again?
5. If boys don’t mature as fast as girls, how come they are interested in sex so soon?
6. What’s the clitoris for? Where actually is it?
7. How can I tell if I have a hymen?
8. Why is one breast sometimes bigger than the other?
9. How come some girls’ nipples are different from mine?
10. What if your vagina is too small for a penis?
11. Is it true girls can masturbate too? How?
12. Is there something wrong with me if I don’t want to try masturbating?
13. Do boys ever get cramps even though they don’t menstruate?
14. Do boys have something monthly they discharge?
15. Can I use tampons if I’m a virgin?
16. What’s the longest you can go without a period?
17. Can they give you medicine for irregular periods?
18. What kind of dreams are “wet” dreams that boys talk about?
19. What do boys do in case they have seminal emissions at school when they don’t expect them?
20. Can a boy control them, or have them whenever he wants?
21. How often do boys have them? On a regular schedule?
22. Is it just another term for masturbation?
23. Why do boys like to have intercourse more than girls?
24. My girl friend had intercourse with a boy and she didn’t get a baby, why was that?
25. Can sexual intercourse get to be habit forming?
26. Can a girl tell by intercourse if she’s what they call frigid?
27. Is it hard to give birth?
28. How do some babies get deformed? Did the couple have intercourse wrong?
29. What happens to the sperm that doesn’t enter the egg cell?
30. How is artificial fertilizing done?
31. Can animals and humans mate?
32. What are morning after pills?